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WORKBOOK & CHECKLIST

Easily review the state of your marketing
and prepare for new goals!



LANGUAGE SERVICES MARKETING

My name is Meg Dziatkiewicz and I'm the
founder of Language Services Marketing and
Websites for Translators. I specialise in making
translation and interpreting businesses bloom!
That's why I have prepared this small e-book: to
help you go through your marketing efforts as
they are right now, evaluate them step by step
and give you ideas for future planning. 
 
Knowing where you are right now will help you
make informed decisions in the future! 
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HERE'S WHAT WE'LL COVER:

Your Brand 

Your Social Media 

Your Website

Your Customer Service

Your Email 

Your Processes

Your Budgets

Your Online Profiles

Your Budgets
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I have a business name and a tagline

I know what my USP (unique selling point) is 

I have a mission and vision of my business clearly spelled out

I have a marketing pitch that I can use in communications with clients

The key words describing my brand are: 

My brand approach is consistent across all channels

I have a logo design that I use across all channels

My website reflects the style of my logo & colours

I have business cards that match my logo approach

I have a consistent colour palette that I use across all channels

My CV matches the style of my website and other communications

My email signature is in line with my website, CV and other profiles

I know what my brand values are:

I know the positioning of my brand in the translation market
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I have a website to present and sell my services online

My online profiles match my website design, logo and overall branding



WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The first brand element I would like to work on is:

The next brand element I want to work on will be:

My main branding goal for the next 90 days is:
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LinkedIn

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

LinkedIn Connections:

Combined amount of people you have on your lists to whom you can actively market your
services right now.

Facebook Page Likes:

Instagram Followers:

Newsletter/Blog Subscribers:

YouTube Subscribers:

YouTube

Other: 

Facebook Group:

Twitter Followers:

Email List/Client List:

Other:

TOTAL REACH:
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The number one social media platform I will focus on will be:

What will be my strategy for the chosen platform? 

My main engagement goals for this platform for the next 90 days are:
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I have a business website that represents me well

I have a blog targeted towards my clients 

I update my website/blog regularly

My website design is finalised and looks professional

It is easy to find ways to contact me on my website

My services and specialisations are clearly outlined 

I'm using a professional photograph of myself to inspire trust

Clients can easily find out about my pricing 

My homepage is clearly structured

My colours are balanced and easy on the eye

I have a portfolio and testimonials to support my claims

My SEO meta titles and descriptions are optimised for Google

My website copy is easy to read and targeted at my ideal client

My language pairs are clearly visible for first-time visitors

My website text is optimised with keywords and proofread

I know who my hosting & domain providers are & upcoming payments
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My website is responsive and works in different browsers



WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The number one focus for boosting my website is:

My secondary actions for making my website more effective will be:

My main website goals for the next 90 days are:
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I treat my customers how I would like to be treated

I respond to enquiries quickly and proactively

I have established email writing rules & etiquette for client contact

I'm always friendly, helpful & polite

I have customer onboarding and follow-up processes I implement

I proofread my emails and written communications before sending 

I proactively offer extra services to my clients if I think they need them

I have a loyalty program / affiliate program for my valued clients

I have a selection of freebies to help and educate my clients on translation

My network of translators can take care of the same project in other
languages

I can help my clients organise interpreting events 

I have a feedback system in place and conduct regular satisfaction surveys

It's easy to contact me through multiple channels in case one fails

I deliver my work on time, every time
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I can make myself available when others won't for additional fee (rush jobs,
weekends, evenings depending on client needs)



WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The number one customer service area I would like to improve is:

I will do this by (list actions necessary):

My main customer service goals for the next 90 days are:
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I have a business email with my domain name 

I use my business email as a primary work email 

Other contact details are visible in my signature should email fail

My email signature is aesthetically pleasing and not too long/heavy

My tone of voice is professional and friendly

I proofread my emails before sending

My website address features in my email signature

I have an automated email sequence for news updates, welcome
emails & follow-ups

My office hours are visible so my contacts know when to expect a reply

I have email templates I can use to save time for marketing pitches, new
enquiries, follow-ups etc.

My "from" label is clearly recognisable 

I respond to emails promptly 

My email signature is easy to open in different email programs 

I have an email etiquette I adhere to (greetings, email endings etc.)

I turn on autoresponder when I'm unable to reply with information when
to expect my response
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I have an email marketing strategy in place 



WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The number one change I would like to make in my email comms is:

The email templates I can prepare for future use and modification are:

My main email communication goals for the next 90 days are:
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LinkedIn / Xing

Proz.com

Facebook

Professional association(s): 

I'm using a professional picture on all my profiles

My experience and education are complete and easy to find 

My business title is clear and encompasses what I do 

My description is friendly, inviting, informative and targeted to the client

It is clear what languages I translate/interpret to and from

My key projects and key achievements are clearly visible

Translation marketplace(s):

Other:

I acknowledge new connections and send personal messages

I give and receive testimonials to strengthen my profile

I update my profiles regularly with new projects, CPD, contacts and more
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I cross-link between my profiles and website to strengthen credibility



WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

Which of these profiles bring me the most meaningful connections?

How could I improve them to be even more effective?

My main online profiles goals for the next 90 days are:
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Google Ads

Facebook/Instagram Ads

LinkedIn Ads

Proz.com membership features

My ads are short and to the point - it is clear what I'm advertising

My ads link to landing pages relevant for each ad 

I have completed keyword research before placing my ads

My ads have calls to action prompting reaction from clients

I use creative imagery with my branding for Facebook/Instagram ads 

I know who my target market is and my ad audiences are well-defined

Ads in magazines (printed or online): 

Other:

My print ads/creative ads are appealing and eye-catching

I monitor the effectiveness of my advertising and adjust as necessary

I know which ad my enquiries have come from
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The number one platform I want to try advertising on is:

My strategy for this will be:

My main advertising goals for the next 90 days are:
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Marketing plan that I actively put into action

Content strategy

Blogging schedule

Social media schedule

Client follow-up sequence and adjustable templates

Newsletter sign-up / opt-in to capture interested, potential clients

Subscriber email sequence to introduce my services

Client satisfaction survey & testimonial request sequence

Newsletter schedule

New enquiry sequence and adjustable templates

Warm marketing adjustable email templates

Thank you cards and thank you offers
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE?

The number one process I will work on next is:

The next process I will set up and implement is:

My main processes goals for the next 90 days are:
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WHAT AM I SPENDING ON MARKETING?

www.yourwebsitehere.com
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According to a Gartner Research study
for 2018-2019, the largest companies
spend about 11.8% of their revenue
(total earnings) on marketing. The
latest CMO survey from 2018 quotes
7.3% of revenue is spent on marketing.
 
For small businesses, that figure is
sometimes quoted as being between 2  
- 5 % and even that varies, industry to
industry, and is especially tricky to
measure for freelancers. 
 
Your marketing investment should
lead to an increase in revenue in the
long term, and how much you want to
invest will depend on the activities you
want to undertake. You can use the %
above as a guideline and while trying
to figure out your marketing budgets
for the future! 
 
The important takeaway is to measure
the effectiveness of your marketing
efforts and revise your marketing plan
over time to get the best results. 
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WEEKLY PLANNER
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Good luck with your marketing planning! 
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